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Transcriptional regulationnt for Drosophila eye development. eyg expression in the visual system changes
dynamically during development. In this study, we found that the transcriptional regulation of eyg can be
separated into four distinct temporal phases (E, L1, L2, and L3) and each is regulated by distinct cis-regulatory
elements. Utilizing these enhancers for temporal and spatially speciﬁc manipulations, we addressed the
regulation and function of eyg at different developmental stages. We found that Notch signaling is required
and sufﬁcient for eyg expression and this activity is restricted only to the L2 stage. We further showed that
the function of eyg in eye development is required only at the second instar larval stage, while its function for
head and antenna development can be provided at any time during embryo and larval development. Thus
there is a temporal switch of the regulatory mechanism and function of eyg. We propose that eyg expression
at L2 is induced and maintained by N signaling, and is turned off at L3 by a negative feedback loop involving
the morphogenetic furrow.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionThe Drosophila adult compound eyes originate in the embryo as
two bilaterally symmetric groups of cells formed the eye-antenna disc
primordium (EADP) in the head region. These cells proliferate during
the larval stages to form the eye-antennal imaginal disc. At second
instar larval stage (L2), the eye and antennal ﬁelds become separately
marked by ey and cut expression, respectively (Kenyon et al., 2003). At
mid third instar larval stage (L3), a wave of signaling events initiate
from the center of the posterior margin of the eye disc and
progressively move toward the anterior side. The moving boundary
is characterized by an apical–basal shortening of the cells, thereby
forming an indentation, named the morphogenetic furrow (MF). As
the MF sweeps forward, cells posterior to MF begin to differentiate
into the diverse retinal cell types. This series of proliferation, fate
speciﬁcation and differentiation events are precisely coordinated
temporally and spatially. These cells undergo different phases of gene
expression. To understand the mechanism for the temporal transition
from one phase to the next is of great importance.
eye gone (eyg) encodes a Pax6-like which is important for eye
development (Chao et al., 2004; Dominguez et al., 2004; Jang et al.,
2003; Yao and Sun, 2005). During visual system development, eyg
shows a dynamic expression pattern. Based on in situ hybridization, it
is ﬁrst expressed uniformly in all cells in the EADP at stage 15 (Jones etgy, Academia Sinica, Nankang,
un).
l rights reserved.al., 1998; Jun et al., 1998). As these cells proliferate to form the eye-
antennal disc in the larval stages, eyg expression becomes restricted to
the dorsoventral (DV) midline during L2 (Jang et al., 2003). At L3, eyg
expression at the DV midline fades, and begins to express in the
anterior region of the eye disc (Jang et al., 2003). The expression
pattern in the L3 eye disc is conﬁrmed with an anti-Eyg antibody
(Dominguez et al., 2004). In some enhancer trap lines, the DV midline
(equatorial) expression does not fade (Dominguez et al., 2004; Jang et
al., 2003; Sun et al., 1995). In this study, we try to identify the
mechanism regulating the spatial and temporal switch of expression
patterns of eyg. Through the analysis of the cis-acting regulatory
elements in the eyg-toe locus, we found that the regulation of eyg
transcription can be divided into at least four distinct temporal phases,
representing distinct regulatory mechanisms.
Previous studies have shown that Notch (N) signaling regulates eyg
expression in the equator of eye disc (Chao et al., 2004; Dominguez et
al., 2004). Downregulating N signal (in Nts, eyNNECD, Nmutant clones,
or Su(H)mutant clones) resulted in reduction of eyg expression, while
activation of N signal (clonal expression of Nact or the ligand Ser or Dl)
resulted in the induction of eyg expression (Chao et al., 2004;
Dominguez et al., 2004). In this study, we demonstrate that the
regulation of eyg expression at the DV midline by N occurs only at L2.
We further provided evidence that the L2 expression is turned off at L3
by the progressing MF.
Although Eyg is a Pax protein structurally similar to Ey which
speciﬁes eye fate, its function is distinct from Ey (Yao and Sun, 2005)
and does not affect eye fate speciﬁcation (Jang et al., 2003; Dominguez
et al., 2004). eyg has two known functions in eye development:
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al., 2004; Tsai et al., 2007; Tsai and Sun, 2004). The ﬁrst function is
primarily mediated through activating the expression of upd, which
serves as a ligand to activate the Dome receptor and Jak/STAT
signaling to induce cell proliferation. The induction of upd is
restricted to the point of intersection of the equatorially expressed
Eyg and the posterior margin of the eye disc (Chao et al., 2004). This
point has been called the posterior center (PC) and the ﬁring center,
because it is the site of MF initiation (Ma and Moses, 1995; Tsai et
al., 2007). Upd is able to distribute over a long range to promote cell
proliferation in the region anterior of the MF (Tsai and Sun, 2004).
In addition to acting through upd, ectopic eyg can promote cell
proliferation in a cell-autonomous manner without inducing upd
(Chao et al., 2004), so some of Eyg function may be independent of
upd. The second function of eyg in promoting MF initiation is
mediated by repressing the expression of wg (Hazelett et al., 1998;
Jang et al., 2003; Yao and Sun, 2005), which blocks MF initiation
(Blackman et al., 1991; Heslip et al., 1997; Treisman and Rubin,
1995). Since Eyg functions as a transcriptional repressor (Yao and
Sun, 2005), it is possible that Eyg directly represses wg expression.
The repression on wg also occurs indirectly through the induction of
upd, which then acts through the Jak/STAT pathway to repress wg
transcription (Ekas et al., 2006; Tsai et al., 2007). Wg has a broad
expression in early L2 eye disc, and becomes restricted to the lateral
margins in late L2 eye disc (Baker, 1988; Cavodeassi et al., 1999; Cho
et al., 2000). Upd expressed at the PC caused the retraction of wg
from the posterior margin, thereby allowing MF initiation (Tsai et
al., 2007). Since upd RNA is detected at the PC at L2 and early L3
(Halder et al., 1995; Pignoni and Zipursky, 1997; Tsai and Sun, 2004;
Zeidler et al., 1999) and this expression is lost in eyg mutant (Chao
et al., 2004), the regulation by eyg must occur at L2 and early L3.
The retraction of wg to the lateral margins also occurred at L2.
Therefore, the two major functions of eyg, inducing upd and
repressing wg, probably both occur at L2. Whether the early and
late expression of eyg has any function in eye development is
unknown. In this study, we demonstrated that the role of eyg in eye
development is required only at L2. We also demonstrated that eyg
has a role in head and antenna development, and this function can
be provided by eyg expression at any time during the embryo and
larval stages.
Materials and methods
Fly stocks
Fly culture and crosses were performed according to standard
procedure at 25 °C unless otherwise noted. The source of hsFLP22;
Act5CNy+NGAL4, UAS-lacZ (Ito et al., 1997), UAS-eyg (Jang et al., 2003),
UAS-Nact (Go et al., 1998), Su(H)SF8FRT40A/Cyo (Schweisguth and
Posakony, 1992), Nts (Shellenbarger and Mohler, 1978), eygM3-12 (Jang
et al., 2003) and upd-lacZ (Sun et al., 1995) was described in Chao et al.,
2004. E(spl)-mβ-lacZ (Nellesen et al., 1999) was from M. Milán. UAS-
FLP; Act5CNDrafN lacZ was from U. Bhadra (CCMB, India). tubP-GAL80
[ts] (McGuire et al., 2003) was from the Bloomington stock center.
UAS-eyg-VP16 was described in (Yao and Sun, 2005).
Clonal induction
Positively labeled ﬂp-out expression clones were generated by
crossing UAS-lines to hs-FLP22; Act5CNy+NGAL4 UAS-lacZ (Ito et al.,
1997). Heat-shock induction of hs-FLP22 was at 37 °C for 30 min at
24–48 h after egg laying (AEL). Mutant clones were induced by the
FLP-FRT method (Xu and Rubin, 1993). For Su(H)SF8 mutant clones, Su
(H)SF8 FRT40A males were crossed to hs-FLP22; 2xP[ubi-nls-GFP]
FRT40A virgins. Heat-shock induction of hs-FLP was at 37 °C for
90 min at 24–48 h AEL.Temperature shift experiments
Nts eggs were laid at 18 °C for 24 h and maintained at 18 °C, except
for a 24 h shift to 29 °C at the indicated time. After culture at 29 °C for
24 h, larvae were dissected for antibody staining. For GAL4/GAL80ts
experiments, the embryos were collected at 22 °C for 24 h and then
kept at 18 °C until shift to 29 °C at distinct developmental stages, and
then returned to 18 °C. Progeny without temperature shift was used as
control. Pharate adults and newly eclosed adults were observed.
Immunohistochemistry
Antibody staining for imaginal discs was as previously described
(Pai et al., 1998). Primary antibodies were rat anti-Elav (1:500), mouse
anti-Dac (1:200), mouse anti-Eya (1:200), mouse anti-N (intra cellular
domain) (1:200) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University
of Iowa) and rabbit anti-β-galactosidase (1:1500, Cappel). Guinea-pig
anti-Eyg was kindly provided by Natalia Azpiazu (Aldaz et al., 2003).
Secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch) were Cy3 anti-
rabbit, Cy5 anti-rabbit, Cy3 anti-rat, Cy5 anti-rat, Cy3 anti-mouse
and Cy5 anti-mouse. Fluorescent images were obtained using a Zeiss
LSM 510 confocal microscope.
In situ hybridization
eyg antisense probe and hybridization procedure are as described
previously (Yao et al., 2008). The pcDNA3-eGFP was similarly
transcribed for the gfp antisense RNA probe and followed the same
hybridization procedure.
eyg enhancer dissection
EcoRI and BamHI fragments of BAC R49A02 (including the eyg-toe
genomic region) were cloned ﬁrst into pBluescript KS(+) vector, then
into pH-Stinger and pH-Pelican (Barolo et al., 2000). The reporters in
pH-Stinger and pH-Pelican are nuclear GFP and β-galactosidase,
respectively. Subfragments derived from B8 and all subsequent
derivatives were obtained by PCR ampliﬁcation using primers with
artiﬁcial Bgl II–Xho I restriction site extensions. The series of E2
constructs were cloned using available restriction sites. The relative
position and length of each construct were shown in Figs. 1, 2 and
Supplementary Fig. S2.
Constructs carrying mutated Su(H)-binding sites of CD fragment
were generated by PCR mutagenesis by the QuikChange® Site-
Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). Germline transformants of
each construct were generated as described previously (Jang et al.,
2003). A minimum of three independent transgenic lines was tested
for reporter activity for each construct.
Detailed construction history of the GAL4 lines generated in this
study is available on request.
Results
eyg expression can be divided into four distinct phases
The eyg-toe locus contains the gene pair eyg and toe, separated by
about 30 kb (Fig. 1A). The two Pax genes share high homology in two
conserved DNA-binding domains, the paired domain and the home-
odomain, and have very similar functions (Aldaz et al., 2003;
Dominguez et al., 2004; Jang et al., 2003; Yao and Sun, 2005, Yao et
al., 2008). In situ hybridization showed that eyg and toe are expressed
in almost identical pattern throughout development (Jang et al., 2003;
Yao et al., 2008). In the visual system, their expression begins in the
embryonic EADP and continues to the larval eye disc. eyg ﬁrst
attracted our attention because of its expression at the equator in the
eye (Sun et al., 1995). This DV midline expression was shown to be
Fig. 1. Identifying the cis-regulatory enhancers of the eyg-toe locus. (A) Molecular dissection of the eyg-toe genomic locus. Genomic DNA is shown as a thick black bar. Transcription
units are shown as black arrows. The extent of deletion associated with the eyg22-2 P[GawB] and eygM3-12 P[lacW] insertion (Jang et al., 2003) are indicated by thin red lines,
respectively. BamHI and EcoRI fragments analyzed for enhancer activity were shown in black and grey, respectively. Small vertical black and grey bars represent BamHI and EcoRI
sites, respectively. The fragments with eye enhancer activity are marked as green (B8 and its derivatives) or red (E2 and its derivatives). The B8 fragment can be subdivided into CD
and F1 elements. The deletion in eygM3-12 included CD, but not F1. The E2 fragment can be divided into EX and XS fragments. (B–K) The GFP expression patterns (green) driven by the
indicated enhancers throughout eye development. (B–F) B8 drives expression in the embryonic EADP (stage 17) and continues its expression to late L3 eye disc. (G, H) E2 drives
expression in the embryonic EADP (stage 17) and the L1 eye disc. (I) At L2, its expression is reduced in the eye ﬁeld (marked by Eya-staining, red). (J, K) In early L3 eye disc, GFP
expression driven by E2 reappeared in an anterior stripe of the eye disc. Scale bars, 20 µm. (L–O) The pattern of eyg expression (green; eyg in situ hybridization in panel L and anti-Eyg
in panels M–O) in the different stages. The eye ﬁled was marked by Eya (red). (P) Summary of the enhancer fragments deﬁned in this study and their stage of expression. Fragments
derived from B8 are labeled green. Fragments derived from E2were labeled red. (Q, R) The lacZ (anti-βGal) in eygM3-12/+ eye disc is not expressed at L2 (Q), but expressed in L3 (R). The
signal in panel Q was enhanced, but no equatorial expression was detected.
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which becomes activated at the DV midline in L2 (Cho and Choi, 1998;
Dominguez and de Celis, 1998; Papayannopoulos et al., 1998).
However, the regulation of eyg expression before and after this stage
was not known. To understand the dynamic changes in transcriptional
regulation of eyg/toe during eye development, we dissected the eyg-
toe locus to identify its eye-speciﬁc cis-regulatory elements. About
80 kb of the genomic region, which covers from ∼20 kb upstream of
eyg to ∼15 kb downstream of toe, was divided into two partially
overlapping series of fragments (Fig. 1A). These were tested for
enhancer activity in transgenic ﬂies using the pH-Stinger construct
(Barolo et al., 2000). Expression from the embryo to late L3 eye disc
was examined. Two of the genomic fragments, E2 and B8, drove GFP
reporter expression in the eye disc (Fig. 1A). B8 drove GFP expression
ubiquitously in embryonic EADP and ﬁrst instar (L1) eye-antenna disc
(Figs. 1B and C). At L2, the GFP pattern gradually disappeared in the
antenna disc and in the dorsal and ventral side of eye disc, appearing
only in the equatorial region of the eye disc (Fig. 1D). Later, in the third
instar (L3) larvae, GFP was expressed in an anterior wedge, the
equatorial region, and in the posterior center of the eye disc (Figs. 1E
and F), much like that detected by an eyg enhancer trap line
(Dominguez et al., 2004). E2-GFP was also expressed in the entire
EADP and L1 eye-antenna disc (Figs. 1G and H). In contrast to B8, E2-GFP was gradually lost from the eye ﬁeld of L2 eye disc, but remained
in the antenna ﬁeld (Fig. 1I; Supplementary Figs. S3K–M). Although
there is spotty expression in the eye disc, the equatorial expression is
missing. From early L3 on, GFP become expressed again in an anterior
stripe in the eye disc (Figs. 1J and K). Thus, B8 and E2 represent
distinctly different enhancer activities. Comparison with eyg expres-
sion showed that each of the enhancers reﬂected a subset of the
endogenous eyg expression pattern (Figs. 1L–O and Supplementary
Fig. S1).
These fragments were further dissected. The 7.2 kb B8 was
dissected into a series of overlapping fragments and tested for
enhancer activity (Supplementary Fig. S2). The CD fragment showed
identical expression pattern as B8 (Supplementary Fig. S2 and data not
shown). We tested whether the equatorial expression seen in L3 eye
disc was due to reporter perdurance. A destabilized GFP (Bach et al.,
2007) was driven by the CD enhancer. Indeed the equatorial
expression was not detected in L3 eye disc, whereas the anterior
stripe expression remained (Supplementary Fig. S2H). Thus the L3 eyg
expression is only at the anterior stripe, consistent with the in situ
hybridization results (Jang et al., 2003; Dominguez et al., 2004). The F
fragment (Supplementary Fig. S2) showed only embryonic EADP
expression (data not shown). F was further divided into several
subfragments. The F1 subfragment drove expression in the embryonic
Fig. 2. Dissection of the CD enhancer. (A) Summary of the subfragments derived from CD and their expression patterns. Note the orientation of the CD is inverted from the eyg-toe
locus map. The green lines indicated the expression of GFP. The black lines indicated the absence of GFP expression. The stages of expression speciﬁed by each fragment are
summarized in the right. Δ indicates uniform expression in L2 eye disc. The stage(s) at which each region is required were indicated at the bottom. (B–I) GFP reporter expression
driven by the indicated fragments. GFP expression reﬂected the anterior stripe pattern of eygwas indicated by white arrow (D, E). The lack of anterior stripe expression in L2-eL3 (H)
and L3 (I) eye disc was indicated by white arrowhead. Scale bars, 20 µm.
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Fig. S2G and data not shown). Similar analyses narrowed down the
7.9 kb E2 fragment to two separate regions, EX (1.1 kb) and XS (1.7 kb)
(Fig. 1A). EX speciﬁed expression in the embryonic EADP and L1 eye
disc (Supplementary Fig. S3N and data not shown), but not at later
stages (Supplementary Figs. S3A–E). XS drove the anterior stripe
expression from early L3 onward (Supplementary Figs. S3I and J), but
is not expressed in earlier stages (Supplementary Figs. S3F–H, O).
Taken together, the expression pattern of eyg/toe at different stages
can be speciﬁed by separate enhancers, suggesting that the expression
of eyg/toe is temporally and spatially controlled by distinct mechanism
at different stages. Based on these results, the regulation of eyg/toe
expression during eye development can be separated into at least four
distinct phases: ubiquitous expression in embryonic EADP (E),
ubiquitous expression in L1, the equatorial expression from L2 to
early L3 (L2), and the anterior stripe expression from early L3 to late L3
(L3) (Fig. 1P).
These enhancers are each sufﬁcient to specify a subset of eyg
expression. In order to examine whether the enhancers are required
for eyg and toe expression, we examined the eygM3-12 mutant, which
has a deletion from 23 bp upstream to 13 kb downstream of the eyg
transcriptional unit (Jang et al., 2003), including the CD enhancer (Fig.1A). It also carries the remnant of a P[lacW] (Jang et al., 2003), so we
checked whether the lacZ reporter expression is affected when CD
was deleted. In eygM3-12/+ eye disc, the lacZ is expressed in EADP (not
shown) and L3 (Fig.1R), but not in L2 (Fig.1Q). This result suggests that
the eyg L2 expression requires the CD enhancer. In addition, the lacZ
expression at L3 is probably regulated by the XS enhancer located
downstream of toe. This result provides in vivo evidence that the two
sets of enhancers both contribute to eyg regulation.
Deﬁning the minimal enhancers
To deﬁne the minimal enhancer, the CD fragment was further
dissected into a series of overlapping fragments and tested for
enhancer activity in transgenic ﬂies (Fig. 2). Several regions can be
identiﬁed to be required for expression at speciﬁc stages. The region
1–613, 339–777 and 372–613 retained the full expression pattern and
level of CD, suggesting that the 372–613 region may be the minimal
enhancer specifying the entire expression spectrum of eyg. 391–679,
391–777 and 408–613 have uniform expression at L2, suggesting that
a repressor element acting in L2 (within 372–390) is lost. Due to
reporter perdurance, the L2 equatorial expression normally lasts until
L3. But this is absent in 391–670 and 391–777, suggesting that the
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serves as a node to integrate both positive and negative regulatory
input. 408–613 also lost the L3 anterior strip expression. Thus the
region 391–407 is required for L3 expression. 512–679 and 512–613
showed no enhancer activity at all in all stages, suggesting that the
region 408–511 is required for all stages. Since the L2 (372–390) and
L3 (391–407) elements are all deleted, it is also possible that 408–511
is required only for the E–L1 expression. 1–587 has lost L3 expression,
suggesting that 588–613 is required for L3 expression. 278–529 lost
expression for all stages. Thus the region 530–587 is required for E–L1
and L2 expression, or possibly for all stages. Thus regions required for
each of the three stages have been identiﬁed. Although these
fragments are required, some constructs (1–421, 278–529, 512–679,
512–613) that contain them did not show the expected expression
pattern, suggesting that these fragments are not sufﬁcient for the
expression. They each lack some of the enhancer fragments. Perhaps
they can only function in combination.
The regions 374–446 and 575–608 are highly conserved among the
Drosophila species as far on the phylogenetic tree as D. mojavensis and
D. virilis (Supplementary Fig. S4). Thus the regions deﬁned above by
functional criterion are also conserved in sequence. The conserved
regions contain potential binding sites for a number of transcription
factors (predicted by MatInspector). Our results thus provided some
candidates to be tested for regulatory activity on eyg transcription.
Similarly, sequence comparison of the F1, EX and XS fragments
among the Drosophila species showed that several regions are highlyFig. 3. Testing rescue ability at different developmental period. (A) eygM3-12 is a null mutatio
and grooved thorax phenotype (Jang et al., 2003). (B) The eygM3-12 head and eye phenotypes c
with complete penetrance. (C) CDNeyg cannot rescue the thorax defect of eygM3-12 mutant. (
(E, F) CDNeyg occasionally caused duplication of the antenna in adult (E) and in the antennal d
Elav (blue) to mark the eye ﬁeld. (G, H) eyg driven by enhancers specifying E–L1 expression (
but not the eyes. (I) Partial rescue of eygM3-12 by XSNeyg. (J–L) eyg driven by both EX-GAL4 an
antennae. The antennal discs were restored in size and have Eyg (green) or Dac expression (r
Rescuing ability of eyg expression at different time windows controlled by the GAL80ts/GAL4
24 h to allow GAL4 activity. They were then incubated at 17 °C until pharate. The degree of reconserved from D. melanogaster to D. mojavensis and D. virilis
(Supplementary Fig. S4), suggesting a strong role in eyg regulation.
Temporally distinct functions of eyg
We next asked whether eyg is required differently at the different
stages.We generated GAL4 lines (Brand and Perrimon,1993) driven by
the CD, F1, EX, XS enhancers described above, and found that they each
drove UAS-GFP expression in the expected spatial and temporal
pattern (data not shown). We tested to see whether driving eyg
expression, using the GAL4-UAS system (Brand and Perrimon,1993), in
these different temporal periods can rescue the eygM3-12 null mutant.
The eygM3-12 mutants are headless (Fig. 3A), as a result of loss of the
eye-antenna disc, and has a “grooved” thorax phenotype (Jang et al.,
2003). CD-GAL4 driven UAS-eyg expression (abbreviated as CDNeyg)
was able to completely rescue the headless phenotype of eygM3-12
mutant ﬂies (Fig. 3B, 100%). The eye and antenna ﬁelds of the eye-
antennal disc were fully restored (Fig. 3D). In some cases, the antenna
was duplicated in adult and in larval eye-antennal discs (Figs. 3E and F).
Hence, CD contains all regulatory elements that are sufﬁcient for eyg/
toe function on eye development. Because CD showed no expression in
the wing disc, the grooved defect in homozygous eygM3-12 notumwas
not rescued by CDNeyg (Figs. 3A and C).
The EX fragment reﬂected eyg expression pattern from the
embryonic EADP to the L2 antennal disc. In EXNeyg, the eygM3-12
mutant phenotypes were partially rescued to small head withn with the eyg transcription unit deleted and the homozygous mutants have a headless
an be rescued by targeted expression of eyg driven by CD-GAL4 (abbreviated as CDNeyg)
D) CDNeyg can restore the eye-antennal disc of eygM3-12 mutant in size and patterning.
iscs (F). In panels D and F, late L3 eye-antennal disc was double stained for Dac (red) and
F1 and EX) partially rescued the eygM3-12 mutant. The heads and antennae were rescued
d XS-GAL4 (EX+XSNeyg) partially rescued the eygM3-12 mutant to have small head with
ed). The eye discs are strongly reduced with no Elav-positive cell. Scale bars, 20 µm. (M)
system. Flies were cultured at 17 °C for the indicated period and then shifted to 29 °C for
scue was divided into ﬁve classes, from no rescue (headless) to full rescue (normal eye).
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recapitulated the expression pattern in the embryonic EADP. F1Neyg
can rescue the headless eygM3-12 adult to have small head with
antennae, but also without eyes (Fig. 3G). These results suggested that
the expression of eyg in the early stage was sufﬁcient for head and
antenna development, but not sufﬁcient for its function in eye
development. The higher rescue efﬁciency of EXNeyg (60%) than
F1Neyg (7%) is probably due to the leaky expression of EX-Gal4 in L2
antennal disc (Supplementary Fig. S3).
Driving eyg expression in L3 only, by XSNeyg, also only rescued the
head and antenna but not the eyes of eygM3-12 mutant (Fig. 3I). We
then combined EX- and XS-GAL4 (EX+XSNeyg) and found that the
eygM3-12 head and antenna development can be rescued to a slightly
higher percentage than either EXNeyg or XSNeyg alone (Fig. 3J). But
the eye was still not rescued. When the discs were examined, the eye
ﬁeld was highly reduced and lacked photoreceptor differentiation, but
the antennal disc is normal in size and can have normal Eyg and Dac
expression (Figs. 3K and L). Thus, eyg expression at the early (embryo
to L1) and/or late (L3) stages was sufﬁcient for its function in head and
antenna development, but not sufﬁcient for its function in eye
development. The results also suggest that eyg function is required at
L2 for eye development.
We next askedwhether the expression of eyg only at L2 is sufﬁcient
to rescue the eye defect in eyg mutant. To do this, we used the GAL4/
GAL80ts system (McGuire et al., 2003) to temporally control UAS-eyg
expression. In this system, a temperature-sensitive GAL80 protein
expressed ubiquitously from the tubulin 1α promoter represses the
transcriptional activity of GAL4 at the permissive temperature (17 °C)Fig. 4. eyg is required in L2 for eye development. The dominant-negative Eyg-VP16 was induc
In CDNEyg-VP16, 74% of the pharates were headless, similar to the eygM3-12 null mutant
development is not affected in CDNeyg-VP16 animals. (D–F) Eyg-VP16 driven by F1, EX, and X
by both EX-GAL4 and XS-GAL4, the L3 eye discs have normal size with upd-lacZ expression (H
at different time windows using the GAL80ts/GAL4 system. Flies were cultured at 17 °C for th
then incubated at 17 °C until pharate. The progeny kept at 17 °C without temperature shiftand thus prevents the expression ofUAS-eyg. The progeny kept at 17 °C
until pharate pupaewere headless (not shown), indicating no UAS-eyg
expression. When shifted to the restrictive temperature (29 °C),
GAL80ts became inactive and allows the GAL4 to drive the UAS-eyg
expression. The residual activities of GAL80 and GAL4 may delay the
time of induction, allowing only a rough estimate of the critical time
window. As in Fig. 3M, eye was rescued signiﬁcantly when eyg was
transiently expressed around L2. Earlier and later expressionswere not
sufﬁcient to rescue the eye development. Whereas eygM3-12 homo-
zygotes are headless, providing eyg at any of the stages was able to
rescue the head and antenna development. The results conﬁrmed our
previous conclusion that eyg functions are required for eye develop-
ment primarily at the L2 stage, and further showed that for head
development eyg function is sufﬁcient if provided at any time during
embryo and larval development.
The above experiments were by supplementing eyg into an eyg
null mutant. We next used a complementary approach to analyze
when eyg is required during eye development. Eyg activity was
blocked by expressing the dominant-negative Eyg-VP16 fusion protein
(Yao and Sun, 2005). Since Eyg and Toe have highly conserved DNA-
binding domains and have similar usage of these domains (Yao et al.,
2008), it is expected that the dominant-negative Eyg-VP16 would
block both Eyg and Toe activity. Indeed, eqNEyg-VP16 caused some
antennal defects (Jih-Guang Yao and YHS, unpublished results), which
are not seen in eygM3-12 mutant, suggesting that the defect comes
from blocking Toe function. However, for eye and head development,
eyg clearly plays a major role than toe (Yao et al., 2008). The eygM3-12
mutation, which has the eyg deleted while leaving toe intact, causeded by the temporal-speciﬁc enhancers to block Eyg activity at speciﬁc timewindows. (A)
phenotype. (B) Nineteen percent of the pharates have head but no eye. (C) Thorax
S-GAL4s caused no effect on head and eye development. (G, H)When Eyg-VP16 is driven
) and the adults have normal head and eye (G). (I) Eyg activity was blocked by Eyg-VP16
e indicated period and then shifted to 29 °C for 24 h to allow GAL4 activity. They were
had normal eye size (data not shown).
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on eye and head development (Yao et al., 2008). Thus in the following
experiments using Eyg-VP16, it is primarily the function of Eyg being
tested.
When Eyg/Toe activity was blocked continuously from embryo to
L3 by CDNEyg-VP16, head and eye development was signiﬁcantly
abolished (Figs. 4A and B). The phenotype is less severe than the
eygM3-12 mutant, which is fully penetrant for the headless phenotype,
suggesting that the Eyg-VP16 did not fully block Eyg and Toe activity.
However, when Eyg/Toe activity was temporally blocked at either
E–L1 (by EXNEyg-VP16 or F1NEyg-VP16) or L3 (XSNEyg-VP16), or
both (by EX+XSNEyg-VP16), the eyes and heads were completely
normal (Figs. 4D–G). Moreover, eye-antennal discs of these animals
have normal upd expression in the posterior center of the late L3 eye
disc, implying that eye growth and differentiation occur properly
during development (Fig. 4H). These data suggested that eyg/toe is
only required for eye development at L2.Fig. 5. N signaling is required for eyg expression only at L2. (A–C) Nts ﬂies were raised and
window, and then incubated for 1 day at 17 °C before dissection. Eyg (A–C, red) were examine
shifted to 29 °C for 1 day, and incubated for 1 day at 17 °C before dissection. The eye disc size a
eye disc is drastically reduced, but GFP expression is not affected. (D′, E′) Eyg level in the s
galactosidase, red) induce CD-GFP expression (F), but not E2-GFP (G) in L3 eye disc. White ar
non-autonomous induction. (H–J) In Su(H)SF8 clones (marked by the absence of anti-β-gala
image of the area marked in panel H, at a slightly different focal plane.As previous results suggested that providing eyg at E–L1 or L3 was
sufﬁcient to rescue head and antenna development, it is surprising
that the expression of Eyg-VP16 at E–L1 and L3 caused no effect on
head and antenna development. One possible explanation is that the
Eyg/Toe at L2 was sufﬁcient for head and antenna development,
consistent with the mutant rescue results that providing Eyg at any
time during embryo and larval development was sufﬁcient for head
and antennal development.
To further assess this, we used the GAL4/GAL80ts system to
transiently induce Eyg-VP16 expression to block Eyg activity at
different time windows during development. Disruption of GAL80 to
allow GAL4 activity at 24–48, 36–60 or 48–72 h AEL caused signiﬁcant
eye reduction, whereas the 0–24 and 60–84 h AEL treatments had only
minor effect (Fig. 4I). Although the temporal window is difﬁcult to
assess precisely, the results are consistent with a requirement for Eyg
around L2 for eye development, but not in earlier or later stages. The
head and antenna were not affected.maintained at 17 °C. The animals were shifted to 29 °C for 1 day at the indicated time
d. (D, D′) Nts; B8-GFP ﬂies were raised andmaintained at 17 °C for 5 days. Then ﬂies were
nd GFP expression are highly reduced. (E, E′) Nts; E2-GFP ﬂies were treated similarly. The
ame disc as in panels D, E. (F, G) Flp-out clones of Nact expression (stained by anti-β-
rowhead indicates the coincidence (yellow) of lacZ (red) and GFP (green). There is some
ctosidase, magenta), the expression of B8-GFP (green) is abolished. (I) A higher power
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temporally distinct functions. Its requirement for eye development is
only at L2. In contrast, the function for head and antenna development
can be provided at any period during embryo and larval stages.
Notch regulated eyg transcription only at L2 via the CD enhancer
Previous studies have shown that eyg expression is regulated by
Notch signaling (Chao et al., 2004; Dominguez et al., 2004). We
explored this regulation further. In Nts mutant that had grown at the
restrictive temperature (29 °C) during L2, the eye size is reduced
(Shellenbarger and Mohler, 1978). When Nts was shifted from 17 °C to
29 °C at different time windows (0–12 h AEL, 48–60, 60–72, 84–96 h
AEL), only the shift at 48–60 or 60–72 h AEL (roughly corresponding to
L2) caused a strong reduction of the eye disc size and a reduction of
the Eyg level in eye disc, but not in antennal disc (Figs. 5A and B).
Temperature shift at 84–96 h AEL (roughly corresponding to L3) did
not affect the anterior stripe expression of eyg (Fig. 5C). These results
suggested that the critical time for N regulation on eyg is at the L2
stage.
In the Nts eye-antennal discs that had shifted to 29 °C during L2,
the eye disc is reduced and the endogenous Eyg protein level was
reduced (Figs. 5D′ and E′). The B8-GFP expression was similarly
reduced (Fig. 5D), while the E2-GFP expression was not affected (Fig.
5E). In these experiments with Nts, there is a trade off in that one
needs to have a disc of sufﬁcient size in order to examine whether the
eyg expression is affected. So the N activity is not null. The contrast
between B8-GFP and E2-GFP expression suggested that the loss of B8-
GFP is not due to tissue loss, but rather due to failure of expression.
The difference between B8 and E2 response suggests that the N
regulation occurs at L2.
Su(H) is a common downstream component of N signaling. Baonza
and Freeman (2005) showed that expression of Su(H)-VP16, an active
form of Su(H), posterior to the morphogenetic furrow induced cell
proliferation in eye disc. It is likely that Su(H) also mediates the N
effect in cell proliferation anterior to MF. In 5 out of 7 (71%) Su(H)SF8
mutant clones, B8-GFP was highly reduced (Figs. 5H–J), while E2 was
not affected (data not shown). Although there are examples of Su(H)-
independent N signaling (Nagel et al., 2000; Johannes and Preiss,
2002; Hori et al., 2004), the fact that we observe an effect on B8-GFPFig. 6. N signaling can regulate eyg indirectly. (A) GFP pattern driven by a CD element with tw
and Elav (blue). (B, C) Nact-expressing clones (stained by anti-β-galactosidase, red) induced ex
be seen in the DIC image (C′). The location of the two potential Su(H) sites S1 (ATGGGTG) and
respectively. Nact-expressing clones (red) also induced Eyg (D) and CD-GFP (E). The frequenexpression suggests that Su(H) is involved in mediating the N signal to
regulate eyg expression. These results indicated that the N signaling,
via Su(H), is required for B8 expression but not for E2 expression.
Next, we tested whether the N signal is sufﬁcient to induce eyg
expression. Clonal expression of the constitutively active Nact
(abbreviated as ActNNact) can induce the expression of CD-GFP (Fig.
5F) but not E2-GFP (Fig. 5I). Another way to simulate activated N signal
is to use the Su(H)-VP16, the fusion of Su(H) with the SV40 VP16 trans-
activation domain (Kidd et al., 1998). Clonal induction of Su(H)-VP16
activated CD-GFP, but not E2, in the eye disc (not shown).
These results indicated that N signaling is required and sufﬁcient
for eyg expression through the B8, but not the E2 enhancer. Since B8
(and its subfragment CD) is expressed throughout eye development,
while E2 is not expressed L2, these results are consistent with the N
regulation acting only at L2.
Regulation of eyg L2 expression by N may be indirect
In CD fragment we identiﬁed two putative Su(H)-binding sites
similar to the low-afﬁnity consensus sequence RTGRGAR (Bailey and
Posakony, 1995; Nellesen et al., 1999). However, two sets of results
suggested that these were not required for the regulation by N signal.
First, in the analysis of a series of CD deletion constructs, the minimal
enhancer (372–613) does not include either of the two sites (Fig. 2A).
Further, when one or both of the sites were mutated (mS2 and
mS1S2), the enhancer maintained the same expression pattern as the
original CD (Fig. 6A and Supplementary Fig. S2). Moreover, Nact-
expressing clone was sufﬁcient to induce ectopic mS1S2-GFP expres-
sion (Figs. 6B and C). These results suggest that N may regulate eyg
indirectly or directly through non-canonical Su(H)-binding site. If
directly, the induction of eyg expression should be cell-autonomous.
Although N activation is restricted to the DV midline of the L2 eye disc
(Cho and Choi, 1998), the Eyg expression region was broader than N
activation (Supplementary Fig. S5). When Nact was clonally expressed,
we found that the eyg expression (either CD-GFP or Eyg protein) can
be induced non-autonomously (Figs. 6D and E). Some mS1S2-GFP
inductionwere also non-autonomous (Figs. 6B and C). Taken together,
although we cannot rule out a direct regulation by N, these results
suggested that eyg may be regulated by N through indirect
mechanism.o mutated Su(H) binding sites (CDmS1S2-GFP). Discs were double stained for Eya (red)
pression of CDmS1S2-GFP (green). The Nact-expressing clones caused overgrowth as can
S2 (ATGGGAA) was indicated on Fig. 2A. They were mutated to AATTTTG and ATTTTAA,
cy of non-autonomous induction was indicated.
Fig. 7. Loss of quatorial N and eyg at L3 is dependent on MF. (A, B) eyg expressionwas visualized by Eyg antibody staining (red). MF was marked by anti-Nintra antibody (green). L3 eye
disc of w1118 ﬂies (A) and hh1 homozygotes (B, B′, B″). Equatorial N expression is indicated by black arrow in panel B″. Scale bars, 20 µm.
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The L2 equatorial expression of eyg is dependent on N activation.
The L2 equatorial expression of both N and eygwas turned off at L3. N
is then activated strongly at the MF. Since N expression disappeared
behind the MF but is detectable before the MF (Cho and Choi, 1998),
we speculate that the anteriorly progressing MF may be responsible
for turning off N, hence eyg expression at the equator is not
maintained. We used the hh1 mutant, in which the MF progression
stopped precociously (Heberlein et al., 1993). The Eyg protein is absent
at the equator in WT late L3 eye disc (Figs. 1O and 7A, A′,
Supplementary Fig. S1C). But in hh1 eye disc, the Eyg protein remained
high in the equator anterior, but not posterior, to the stoppedMF (Figs.
7B and B′). Lower level of Eyg is still detectable posterior to MF,
probably due to perdurance after transcription was turned off.
Furthermore, N level remained high in the equator anterior, but notFig. 8. Lineage tracing of the embryonic eyg-expressing EADP cells. (A–C) EX-GAL4 driven
during E–L1 stage, the clones were generated at this early time. The lacZmarker allowed the f
lacZ+ clones were not restricted to any speciﬁc region. (D, E) Similar ﬂp-out clones generated
antennal disc.posterior, to the MF (Figs. 7B and B″). These results suggested that the
equatorial N, and hence eyg, is normally repressed by the progressing
MF.
Lineage tracing of the EADP
The eye-antenna disc primordium was deﬁned by two sets of
information. Mosaic analysis indicated the number of founder cells in
the embryo that has been determined to develop into the eye and
antennal structure (Garcia-Bellido and Merriam,1969;Wieschaus and
Gehring, 1976). Morphology and gene expression studies pointed to a
group of cells in the embryonic head with the expression of ey, toy,
eyg and toe. However, there has not been a direct lineage tracing of
these presumptive precursors of the eye-antennal disc. The eyg
enhancers identiﬁed in this study provided a tool for lineage tracing.
We made ﬂp-out clones driven by EX-Gal4, which is expressed only inUAS-ﬂp induced ﬂp-out clones expressing the lacZ marker. Since EX is expressed only
ate of these cells to be traced at a later stage. In L3 eye-antennal disc, the locations of the
by the CD-GAL4 (D) or ey-GAL4 (E) generated lacZ+ clones occupying most of the L3 eye-
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mediated recombination to permanently turn on the lacZ reporter.
Thus the progeny of the progenitor cells which expressed EX-Gal4 at
the E–L1 stage can be recognized at the later stages. We found that the
resulting clones were able to contribute to all locations in the eye-
antennal disc (Figs. 8A–C). Using the CD-Gal4, which drives expression
from embryonic stage to the late L3 eye disc, the ﬂp-out clones
covered essentially the entire eye-antennal disc (Fig. 8D). Since at late
L3, CDNGFP is expressed only in the anterior stripe (Fig. 8D′), the
clones (Fig. 8D)must have originated from the EADP. The same pattern
was also generated by using the ey-Gal4 (Fig. 8E). These results
provided a direct lineage link between the eyg-expressing cells in the
EADP to the eye-antennal disc.
Discussion
eyg is regulated by distinct mechanisms at different developmental
stages
In this study, we identiﬁed several distinct enhancer elements
from that eyg-toe locus. Each of the enhancer is sufﬁcient to specify a
subset of eyg expression in the developing eye (summarized in Fig.
1P). In the eygM3-12 mutant, which lost the CD enhancer, the L2
expression was lost (Fig. 1), suggesting that CD is required in vivo for
eyg L2 expression. Since one set of enhancer (B8, including CD and
F1) is near eyg and one set (EX and XS) is near toe, it is possible that
each genes has its own enhancer. However, we showed that the lacZ in
eygM3-12 was expressed at L3, even in the absence of the CD enhancer.
This suggested that the XS enhancer, which resides downstream of
toe, is likely to act over a distance to drive eyg L3 expression, thereby
providing in vivo evidence that both sets of enhancers can regulate
eyg expression. We speculate that these enhancers are shared by
both eyg and toe. In addition to these evidences of in vivo usage, we
also demonstrated that providing eyg driven by these enhancers can
rescue the eygM3-12 null mutant eye phenotypes, strongly suggesting
that their activity faithfully recapitulate the endogenous enhancer
activity.
Based on these enhancer analyses, the regulation of eyg during eye
development can be divided into four temporal phases: embryo (E),
ﬁrst instar (L1), second to early third instar (L2) and early third to late
third instar (L3). eyg is expressed in distinct spatial pattern at each
stage: uniform in E and L1, equatorial in L2, and in an anterior stripe in
L3. Transcription of eyg at E is regulated by three distinct enhancers:
CD, F1 and EX. In contrast, transcription at L1 is regulated by CD and
EX, but not by F1. Transcription of eyg at L2 is regulated by CD.
Transcription of eyg at L3 is regulated by CD and XS. Although CD acts
in all four stages, distinct subfragments within CD were required for
the different phases of eyg expression (Fig. 2).
We found that the eyg expression at L2 is induced by N signaling at
the equator. Deletion of a small region (372–390) in the CD enhancer
resulted in uniform expression in L2 eye disc, suggesting eyg is
ubiquitously repressed by an unknown factor. A negative regulator
was also proposed by Dominguez et al (2004) based on the
observation that expression of Dl and Ser in the dorsal and ventral
margins failed to induce eyg expression. The identity of the repressor
is unknown.
We provided several lines of evidence to suggest that the
regulation may be indirect. (1) The putative Su(H) binding sites in
the CD enhancer were not required for response to N regulation (Fig.
6). (2) In L2 eye disc, Eyg expression domain is broader than N
activation (based on Nintra staining; Supplementary Fig. S4). (3) Clonal
expression of Nact can induce non-autonomous eyg expression (CD-
GFP and Eyg protein; Fig. 6). (4) It was previously shown in Su(H)
mutant clones, mutant cells at the border of the clone can still express
eyg-lacZ (Chao et al., 2004), suggesting a non-autonomous effect.
Similar ﬁnding has been reported for the E(spl)mβ gene which isregulated by N signaling (Cooper et al., 2000). One possibility is that N
induced a short-range diffusible signal which then induces eyg.
Another possibility is that N can cell-autonomously induced Dl, as
shown in the DV margin of wing disc (de Celis and Bray, 1997), which
in turn activated N and turns on N target genes in the adjacent cells.
Since N regulates eyg only at L2, the expression of eyg at E, L1 and
L3 must be regulated by mechanisms other than N. Since the E, L1 and
L3 stages is each regulated by multiple distinct enhancers, it is
possible that each stage is regulated bymore than a singlemechanism,
thereby providing functional redundancy. The redundantmechanisms
may be required for robustness of regulation. This is supported by the
ﬁnding that the isolated elements showed more variable expression
(data not shown).
The critical L2 stage
We have provided three lines of evidences to conclude that eyg is
required for eye development only in L2: (1) expression of eyg in
stages lacking L2 (F1, EX, XS, EX+XS) failed to rescue eye, whereas
expression including L2 stage (CD) can fully rescue the eye defect (Fig.
3). (2) Blocking Eyg/Toe function (by Eyg-VP16) at stages other than L2
(F1, EX, XS, EX+XS) failed to cause eye defect, while expression
including the L2 stage (CD) completely eliminated eye development
(Fig. 4). (3) Using the Gal80ts for temporal control, our results also
demonstrated only expression of eyg at around the L2 stage was
sufﬁcient to rescue the eye phenotype (Fig. 3M). Several other studies
have also indicated that L2 is a critical stage for eye development
(reviewed by Dominguez and Casares, 2005).
During embryo development, a dorsal stripe of so and eya
expression at stage 10 deﬁnes the visual primordium, which includes
the larval photoreceptor organ (Bolwig organ), the EADP and the optic
lobe (Bonini et al., 1993; Chang et al., 2001; Cheyette et al., 1994). This
domain was subdivided at the midline into two bilateral symmetric
eye ﬁelds by the action of Dpp signal (Chang et al., 2001). However, so
and eya expressions were subsequently lost from the EADP (Chang et
al., 2001). The clearest visualization of the EADP is at stage 15–16, after
head involution and with the coexpression of two Pax6 genes ey and
toy (Czerny et al., 1999; Halder et al., 1998; Hauck et al., 1999). The
earliest coexpression of all components of the retinal determination
gene network (RDGN; toy, ey, so, eya, dac) only occurs at L2 (Kumar
and Moses, 2001). The coexpression of the RDGN genes at L2 has been
suggested to be essential for inducing eye development (Kumar and
Moses, 2001). At L2, the eye and antennal ﬁelds become distinct in
expressing different genes: ey and eya in the eye ﬁeld and cut in the
antenna ﬁeld (Kenyon et al., 2003). Therefore the identity of the eye
ﬁeld is determined at L2.
Blocking of N signaling can cause the formation of extra antenna
(Kumar andMoses, 2001), due to the reduction of eye disc growth and
concurrent overgrowth of the antennal disc (Kenyon et al., 2003). The
critical stage for the requirement of N function is at L2 (Kumar and
Moses, 2001). It was proposed that disc growth, controlled by N and
eyg, allowed the separation of wg and dpp expression domain, or the
separation of the anterior hth and posterior eya expression domains,
only when a certain disc size is reached at L2 (Dominguez and Casares,
2005; Kenyon et al., 2003).
Therefore, L2 is the critical stage for both the determination of eye
identity and for the proper positioning of the patterning genes to set in
motion the future initiation and progression of MF.
Eyg/Toe function in antenna and head development
When eyg expression or function is reduced, the eye disc is more
sensitive than the antenna disc. In eyg strong mutants, although the
size of the adult eye and the eye disc is severely reduced, the rest of the
adult head and the size and morphology of the antennal disc appear
normal. The antennal disc is lost only in the eyg null mutants (Jang et
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in the eye disc, but of normal size in the antennal disc (Dominguez et
al., 2004). It had been suggested that either the antennal disc growth
requires only low level of Eyg, or the loss of Eyg is compensated by Toe
(Jang et al., 2003; Dominguez et al., 2004). Alternatively, the loss of
antennal disc-derived structures may be a secondary effect due to the
loss of eye disc (Jang et al., 2003).
Some functional redundancy was observed. While the hypo-
morphic mutant eyg22-2 showed no phenotype, knocking down toe
by microRNA in eyg22-2 caused a headless phenotype similar to eyg
null mutant (Yao et al., 2008). The efﬁcient knocking down of toe alone
caused no effect, consistent with it being expressed at lower level and
played a minor role than eyg (Yao et al., 2008). Expressing the
dominant-negative Eyg-VP16, which is expected to block both Eyg and
Toe, in the eyg domain (driven by Eq-GAL4) caused a loss of the distal
antennal segments. dppNToe-VP16 also gave the same phenotype (Yao
et al., 2008). Thus Eyg and Toe are likely function redundantly in
antenna and head development. Since Eyg-VP16 did not fully block
Eyg and Toe activity (discussed previously), the distal antennal defect
may represent only a hypomorphic phenotype. In dppNToe-VP16, the
eye is only slightly reduced, thus the distal antennal phenotype is not
an indirect consequence of eye defect, therefore represents a direct
functional requirement of Eyg/Toe in antenna development.
Although the strong loss of Eyg/Toe can cause the loss of head and
antenna development, Eyg/Toe is required only at a low level and only
brief expression during embryonic and larval development is
sufﬁcient. Expressing eyg in E–L1 and L3 stages (driven by F1, EX, XS
and EX+XS) can rescue antenna and head development in eygM3-12
mutant (Fig. 3). Blocking of Eyg and Toe function in E–L1 and L3 stages
(driven by F1, EX, XS and EX+XS) did not cause any defect in head,
antenna and eye development (Fig. 4), presumably due to the
remaining Eyg/Toe at L2. Using CD-Gal4 and Gal80ts, we further
showed that eyg provided at any time throughout embryo and larval
development can contribute to head and antenna development. We
speculate that the toe gene was providing near-threshold level in
eygM3-12, so providing eyg, even if brieﬂy, was sufﬁcient to pass the
required threshold. It is also surprising that expression driven by XS,
which is expressed in only a few cells in the antenna disc at L3
(Supplementary Fig. S3), was sufﬁcient to rescue. One possible
explanation is that the effect of eyg may be to induce upd, which
can act non-autonomously to activate the Jak/STAT signal to promote
cell proliferation (Tsai and Sun, 2004; Chao et al., 2004).
Temporal switching of regulatory mechanisms
How does the expression pattern of a gene like eyg change
dynamically temporally and spatially? One simple possibility is that it
is regulated by the same upstream factors throughout development
and its expression pattern strictly follows the change of the upstream
regulators. If this is the case, then only one cis-element responding to
the upstream regulators would be sufﬁcient. This is clearly not the
case for eyg. Also, if this is the mechanism, then it might be expected
that the regulator would have expression pattern similar to that of eyg.
For the EADP expression, the prime candidate for the upstream
regulator would be toy and ey, which are coexpressed with eyg in
EADP from stage 15 (Czerny et al., 1999; Dominguez et al., 2004;
Halder et al., 1998; Hauck et al., 1999; Jang et al., 2003). However, it
had been shown that the expression of eyg and ey in EADP are
independent of each other (Jang et al., 2003). Ectopic ey and toy
expression in the imaginal discs does not induce eyg expression,
suggesting that toy may also not regulate eyg at the embryonic stage
(Dominguez et al., 2004; Jang et al., 2003). Although we cannot rule
out the possibility that ey and toy are functionally redundant in
regulating eyg, they clearly are not sufﬁcient to induce eyg expression.
So it is more likely that eyg is regulated by the combination of multiple
regulators, each of which may have a different expression pattern andonly their overlap determines eyg expression. Our identiﬁcation of the
EADP minimal enhancers (F1 and EX) and their conserved sequence
patches provided a basis to identify the upstream regulators.
If there are multiple regulatory mechanisms, how does the control
shift from one regulator to the next? Do the earlier signal fade away
and the next regulator arise independently? Or does the second
regulator displace the ﬁrst? For eyg, the E–L1 expression seems to
gradually fade out in L2 eye disc (Figs. 1C and D, according to B8-GFP
expression), suggesting that the former may be true. Dominguez et al
(2004) reported that the expression of an eyg reporter showed a break
at late L1 or early L2. This is consistent with the independent turning
off of the E–L1 regulation and the turning on of the L2 regulation. Also,
since the different enhancers are not overlapping, the transition is
probably not by simply competing for overlapping binding sites. The L2
equatorial expression is gradually reduced beginning at early L3 to late
L3 (Supplementary Figs. S1B′, C′ and S5D), suggesting that the turning
off of L2 and turning on of L3 regulations are also independent events.
The L2 expression is controlled by N signal, which is activated by
the Delta and Serrate ligands acting at the DV midline at L2 (Cho and
Choi, 1998). At late L3, N expression had shifted to the MF and in
speciﬁc cells in each ommatidial cluster (Cho and Choi,1998; Johansen
et al., 1989; Kidd et al., 1998). We found that when theMF prematurely
stopped in the hh1 eye disc, the N and eyg equatorial expression
anterior toMFare detectable at late L3, a stagewhen they normally are
not detected. This result suggested that the MF is responsible for
turning off N at the equator. One possible mechanism is that the N is
turned off by Delta, which is expressed at high level in MF (Parks et al.,
1995). Dl expression in MF is dependent on sno and ebi, which
mediates the EGFR signaling (Tsuda et al., 2002; Tsuda et al. 2006). It is
likely that the high level of EGFR signal associated with MF (Gabay et
al., 1997) induces Dl. It had been shown that high level of Dl can cell-
autonomously block N signal in the DV boundary of wing disc (de Celis
and Bray,1997; Micchelli et al., 1997). So it is possible that the Dl at the
progressing MF blocks N signal at the equator. The equatorial
expression of eyg and two other genes regulated by N, E(spl)mβ
(Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1995; Cooper et al., 2000; Dominguez and
de Celis, 1998) and four-jointed (Brodsky and Steller, 1996; Papayan-
nopoulos et al., 1998), are lost perhaps simply because the upstream N
signal is gone. It is likely that eyg expression at L2 is turned on and
maintained by N signal, and turned off when N is absent. Our
observation that expression of Nact was sufﬁcient to induce eyg at L3
suggested that the lack of regulation by N at L3 is not due to blocking
by a negative factor. We propose a negative feedback loop is
responsible to turn off eyg expression in a timely manner. At L2, N is
activated at the equator. N signaling then turns on eyg expression at
the equator. eyg then induces upd expression at the PC (Chao et al.,
2004). Upd at PC then induces MF initiation (Tsai et al., 2007). The
progressing MF then turns off N expression, leading to the loss of eyg
expression at the equator.
At L3, N is expressed in MF and in speciﬁc cells in the ommatidial
clusters. This pattern is distinctly different from eyg expression at this
stage. It is clear that N had lost its control of eyg at this stage. One
possible explanation is that the regulation of eyg requires additional
factor(s) to collaborate with N. The cofactor may be present in the
equator at L2 but absent in MF at late L3. Previous results also showed
that N requires additional factors in order to turn on the expression of
E(spl)mβ (Cooper et al., 2000). The identity of the cofactor is unknown.
What factors drive eyg expression at L3 is not clear. The L3-speciﬁc XS
fragment should provide the clue to the transcription factor(s)
involved in its regulation. Sequence comparison of XS has identiﬁed
several boxes of strong conservation among distant Drosophila species
(Supplementary Fig. S4D). Potential binding sites for several tran-
scription factors can be identiﬁed within these conserved regions.
These provided candidate regulators to be examined in future studies.
Our analyses provided an example where the three temporally
distinct phases of expression of a gene are regulated by distinct
526 L.-H. Wang et al. / Developmental Biology 321 (2008) 515–527mechanisms, and the temporal control of each phase is independent
of each other. We also propose a model in which eyg expression at the
L2 stage is induced and maintained by N signaling, and it is turned off
at L3 by a negative feedback loop involving N, eyg, upd and the MF.
Thus the N signaling not only initiated eyg expression but also initiates
a negative feedback loop to turn off its expression after a set duration.
This type of control logic may be used in temporal control to turn off a
process after certain duration. There are many examples of such
negative feedback loop acting within the same cell, such as the
succession of ecdysone induced polytene puffs (Ashburner, 1974; Lam
et al., 1997; White et al., 1997). The N-eyg-upd-MF circuit described
here is an example demonstrating the non-autonomous feedback,
which serves to coordinate growth and spatial patterning. The use of
negative feedback loop to coordinate temporal and spatial regulation
is likely widely used in other developmental processes.
Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2008.06.038.References
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